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Synopsis- 

The following week, a grand wedding took place in the village church. The handsome King married 

the Miller's daughter. The Miller was very proud to become the King's father in law . After a year a 

beautiful son was born to the Queen . All of a sudden the dwarf appeared into the Queen’s Royal 

chamber and reminded her of her promise. 

The queen offered the dwarf of all her wealth and a part of the kingdom but the dwarf  wanted the 

child. 

The Queen began to cry and the dwarf felt sorry for her and told her to guess his name. If the Queen 

could guess the dwarf's name the child would be hers if not the child would be the dwarf's. 

The Queen sent the Messenger all over the Kingdom to look for uncommon names. On the Eve of 

the third day for Messenger returned and announced the name  to the Queen. 

The Queen was very happy and relieved to know the dwarfs name  

Was rumplestiltzkin. When the dwarf stepped into her chamber, that night the Queen told him his 

name and the dwarf stamped the wooden floor so hard that it split open and he fell inside smashed 

his head and died. 

The Queen lived happily with her husband, the King ,and their son.  

       --------------‐-------- 

1. Write another word for the following 

A. Marriage 

B. look alike 

C. Break open 

D. To think 

E. Not to move 

--------------- 

2. Fill in the blanks by choosing suitable words from below - 

{ Loving, church, blue , wealth, sorry } 

1.The King married the Millers daughter in the little village_________. 



2.The little man felt a little___________ for her. 

3.The Queen lived happily ever after with her_________ husband, looking the King, and their son. 

4.The little Prince had________ eyes.  

5.The Queen offered the dwarf all her_________. 

--‐------------- 

3. State whether the statements are true or false-  

1.The grand wedding took place in the big town church. 

2.A beautiful daughter was born to her. 

3.The dwarf gave the Queen three days to guess his name 

4.The Queen was relieved and delighted to know the dwarfs name. 

5.The Miller was the proudest man at the wedding. 

--------------- 

4. Match the following 

A. The following week                 nothing but the baby 

B. Everyone loved                        and announced dwarf's name. 

C. The dwarf wanted                     a grand wedding took place. 

D. The Messenger returned        the wooden floor. 

E. The dwarf stamped                  the little Prince. 

----------- 

5.Answer the following questions- 

Question 1. Name the different kinds of food served at the grand wedding? 

Question 2. Name any two things the little Prince resembled like his mother? 

Question 3. After how many days did the Messenger take to come up with the name of the dwarf? 

Question 4. What were the five wrong names the Queen told the dwarf? 

Question 5. What happened to the Queen in the end ? 
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